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Drinkwater, Megan. “His Turn to Cry: Tibullus’ Marathus Cycle (1.4, 1.8 and 1.9) and Roman Elegy.” *The Classical Journal* 107.4 (2012).


Thompson, David S. “50, Conventions, 50.” *Southern Theatre* vol. LII.3 (Summer 2011): 30-36.


WEBSITES & BLOGS

De Pree, Christopher. Redesigned, re-hosted, and serves as webmaster of “Southeastern Association for Research in Astronomy (SARA).” http://saraobservatory.org


Coia, Lesley. “Refugee Education: Developing an holistic local response to the educational needs of young survivors of war.” Presented at the annual conference of American Association for the Advancement of the Curriculum Studies, Vancouver, BC, Canada, April 2012.


Cozzens, Christine. “Writing Rubrics as a Foundation for Improving Student Writing.” Faculty Workshop for the College of Continuing and Professional Studies, Mercer University, Atlanta, GA, March 16, 2012.
Conferences: Papers, Presentations & Posters


Drinkwater, Megan. “Utile dicebas ipse fuisse capi: Ovid’s Heroides 3 and the Crisis of Roman Identity.” Classical Association of the Middle West and South 2012 Meeting, Austin, TX, March 2012.


Emert, Toby. “The Teaching that Dare Not Speak Its Name.” Southeastern Regional Association of Teacher Educators, Savannah, GA, October 2011.


Fantz, Douglas A. “Characterization of the transcription factor Nfya-1.” Emory University Worm Club, Atlanta, GA, February 2012.

Graml, Gundolf. “‘Where Is This Much-Talked-Of-Austria?’: Tourism, Space, and National Identity in Post-1945 Austria.” German Studies Association, Louisville, KY, October 2011.


Graml, Gundolf. “Surveillance and Terror in Recent Popular German Literature.” American Association of Teachers of German, Denver, CO, November 2011.

Hughes, Jennifer L. “Using applied projects in an introductory psychology course. Undergraduate course ideas: Helping students to become engaged with psychology.” Annual meeting of the Southeastern Psychological Association, New Orleans, LA, February 2012.


Roosa, Bridget. “Integrating Labanotation: Research and Restage: Experiencing the Choreography of 3 Modern Dance Pioneers.” Dance Literacy Symposium at the Ohio State University, Columbus, OH, 2012.


Stamant, Nicole. “Negotiating Aisles of Race, Gender, and Family through Food in Stealing Buddha’s Dinner.” The Seventh Interdisciplinary and Multicultural International Conference on Food Representation in the Humanities, Film, and the Arts, San Antonio, TX, February 2012.


Thorsrud, Hal. “What is most human in Aristotle's Ethics?” New Mexico State University, Department of Philosophy, Las Cruces, NM, October 5, 2011.


Zavodny, Madeline. “Policies, Barriers, and Incentives for Skilled Labor Migration and Immigration workshop.” Presentation on skilled worker immigration policy, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Champaign, IL, November 2011.

PERFORMANCES & EXHIBITIONS


Beidler, Anne. “Cascade Print Exchange VI.” Exhibition at Fairbanks Gallery, Oregon State University, Corvallis, OR, 2012.


**Roosa, Bridget.** “Wanderlust...An Evening of Repertory Dances at Parco Ibsen.” Solo and 9-tet from *Gargoyles*, choreographed by George Staib, Parco Ibsen, Sorrento, Italy, 2012.

**Roosa, Bridget.** “Wanderlust...An Evening of Repertory Dances at Parco Ibsen.” Excerpt from *A Foreign Discipline*, choreographed by George Staib, Parco Ibsen, Sorrento, Italy, 2012.


**Roosa, Bridget.** The Inman Park Festival. Agnes Scott College Dancers performed in the Inman Park Dance Festival with members of Zoetic Dance Ensemble in a piece created while Zoetic Dance Ensemble acted as guest artist-in residence during Women’s History Month, Atlanta, GA, April 28-29, 2012.


**Ruby, Nell.** “The Great Train Trickery.” Created and performed for Burnaway fundraising event, Atlanta, GA, October 2011.


**Solomon, Jason.** Classical guitar concert. Georgia Southwestern State University, Americus, GA, September 19, 2011.

**Solomon, Jason.** Classical guitar concert. First United Methodist Church, Warner Robbins, GA, September 18, 2011.

**Solomon, Jason.** Classical guitar concert. University of Southern Mississippi, Hattiesburg, MS, September 16, 2011.

**Solomon, Qiao.** Violin Solo Recital, featuring “Chinese Violin Works.” Beckwith Hall at University of North Carolina, Wilmington, NC, on October 19th 2011.


**Solomon, Qiao.** “Nutcracker.” Assistant Concertmaster, Gwinnett Ballet Theater, Gwinnett Center, Atlanta, GA, December 9-18, 2012.

**Solomon, Qiao.** “Sweeney Todd.” Concertmaster, Western Carolina University Musical Theater Orchestra, Coulter Performing Arts Center, West Carolina University, Cullowhee, NC, November 10-13, 2012.

**PROFESSIONAL SERVICE, LEADERSHIP & CONSULTING**


**Beidler, Anne.** Arts curriculum development for the Yale-China Service Corps Program. Xiuning, China, July 2011.

**Beidler, Anne.** Artist-in-Residence committee. Serenbe Community, Palmetto, GA, 2010-present.

**Beidler, Anne.** Board of Directors. The Children’s School, Atlanta, GA, 2006 - 2012.

**Brown, Carrie M.** Led symposium, presented a poster co-authored with colleagues, and attended workshops. Annual meeting of the Society for the Teaching of Psychology, American Psychological Association, Division 2, Atlanta, GA, 2011.

**Brown, Carrie M.** Member of the Scientific Review Committee for the 2013 meeting of the International Society of Interpersonal Acceptance and Rejection, Chandigarh, India, 2012.

**Brown, Carrie M.** Secretary of the Society for Cross-Cultural Research, 2009-2012.


Brown, Carrie M. Reviewer for Undergraduate and Graduate Student Research Awards, Southeastern Psychological Association, November 2011.

Brown, Carrie M. Georgia Undergraduate Research in Psychology conference, Kennesaw State University, Kennesaw, GA, April 2012.


Cain, Mary. External Assessor for Program in History and Literature, University of the Ozarks, 2011-2012.

Cain, Mary. Member, Board of Selections. Georgia Women of Achievement, 2011-2012.


Coia, Lesley. Reviewer for *Studying Teacher Education*, 2011-2012.


Cooley, Eileen L. Continuing Education Committee – conduct reviews of Continuing Education applications for this committee, attend meetings and plan presenters for the organization. Georgia Psychological Association, Atlanta, GA, 2011-2012.

Cooley, Eileen L. Academic Affairs Committee - participate in planning annual state-wide research conference for undergraduate and graduate students. Georgia Psychological Association, 2011-2012.

Cozzens, Christine. Editor for *Southern Discourse*, a publication of the Southeastern Writing Center Association. 1998-present.

Cozzens, Christine. Executive board member for the Southeastern Writing Center Association. 1989-present.


De Pree, Christopher G. Tech Talk with Craig Peterson. Radio Interview, August 31, 2011.

De Pree, Christopher G. 10th Annual Georgia Regional Astronomy Meeting - organized and hosted at Bullock Science Center, Agnes Scott College, Decatur, GA, November 2011.

De Pree, Christopher G. Galactic Astronomy review panel. National Science Foundation, October 2011.


Drinkwater, Megan. “The Subject Objects: Puellae in Roman Elegy and Beyond”—organized this seminar for work in progress, distributed and read by participants in the seminar. The American Philological Association Meeting, Philadelphia, PA, January 2012.


Emert, Toby. Selected as Governor’s Teaching Fellow for the 2011-12 Academic Symposium, a year-long fellowship sponsored by the University of Georgia, Athens, GA. 2011-2012.

Emert, Toby. Selected as fellow for the Institute for Pedagogy in the Liberal Arts – workshops included Teaching and Learning with Technology and Digital Humanities and Liberal Education. Emory’s Oxford College, Atlanta, GA, May 2012.


**Emert, Toby.** State Representative for Georgia. Assembly on Literature for Adolescents (ALAN), a special interest group of the National Council of Teachers of English, 2011-2012.


**Falen, Douglas.** Guest lecture in Anthropology Research class. Georgia State University, Atlanta, GA, March 14, 2012.

**Falen, Douglas.** Served as member of doctoral committee for Anthropology student at Michigan State University, 2011-2012.


**Falen, Douglas.** Reviewed and translated an article manuscript from French to English, 2011.

**Fantz, Douglas A.** Grant review panelist. National Science Foundation, 2011-2012.

**Graml, Gundolf.** “How to Implement a CLAC Program in a Liberal Arts Curriculum.” Meeting of the Culture and Languages Across the Curriculum Consortium, Minneapolis, MN, 2012.


Graml, Gundolf. “MetroGerman.” Webmaster and social media consultant for the newly founded consortium of the German programs at Agnes Scott College, Morehouse, Spelman, Emory, Georgia State University, University of Georgia, Georgia Tech, Kennesaw, and West Georgia, 2011-2012.

Guthrie, Steven R. Southeastern Medieval Association Annual Conference - chose conference theme (“Voices of the People,” with a dual focus on social history and dramatic and musical performance), planned and organized conference; reviewed and judged all submitted abstracts, composed conference program, arranged plenary sessions and speakers, presided over the conference of 187 medievalists from nineteen states and four other countries. Agnes Scott College, Decatur, GA, October 2011.


Harvey, Lilia. Threading Flavones for Faculty Partners, mini-workshop for a National Science Foundation funded program to develop and implement interconnected learning activities across the undergraduate chemistry laboratory curriculum. Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, GA, May 2012.

Harvey, Lilia. Co-chair of Project Kaleidoscope, Atlanta Regional Network American Chemical Society, Georgia Section, Herty Award Selection Committee. Atlanta, GA, 2010-2011.


Hughes, Jennifer L. Reviewer of Conference Papers. Southeastern Psychological Association, 2000-present.


Hughes, Jennifer L. Southeastern Psychological Association member, 1998-present.

Hughes, Jennifer L. Member-at-large for the executive committee, Southeastern Psychological Association. Southeastern Psychological Association, 2011-present.
Hughes, Jennifer L. Southeastern Industrial-Organizational Psychological Association sub-conference program director. Southeastern Psychological Association, 2010-present.

Hughes, Jennifer L. Atlanta Society of Applied Psychology member, 1998-present.


Hughes, Jennifer L. Society of Industrial-Organizational Psychology member, 1998-present.

Hughes, Jennifer L. Society of Industrial-Organizational Psychology Teacher’s Bureau. Society of Industrial Organizational Psychology, 2010-present.

Hughes, Jennifer L. Society for the Teaching of Psychology member, 2003-present.

Hughes, Jennifer L. Project Kaleidoscope member, Leaders in Undergraduate Teaching. Project Kaleidoscope, 2002-present.


Koch, Alan. Taped interview about the use of Maple® software in courses, Maplesoft Corporation, Boston, MA, January 2012.


Laird, Tracey. *Long Drive Home*. Weekly radio show, hosted by Tracey Laird. AM 1690, Tuesdays 5-7PM EST.

Laird, Tracey. Music Editor for Know-LA, the online encyclopedia for Louisiana music and culture. Louisiana Endowment for the Humanities, 2011-2012.


Ocasio, Rafael. Reviewer, promotion and tenure, of Dr. Carlos Riobo. The City College of New York. New York, NY, Fall 2011.

Ocasio, Rafael. Reviewer of conference proceedings. La Asociación de Licenciados y Doctores Españoles en los Estados Unidos - Spanish Professionals in America.

Ocasio, Rafael. South Atlantic Modern Language Association Studies Award Committee, judging the winner of the SAMLA Best Book for 2012.


Pilger, John F. Gratis identification of echiuran specimens from Dr. Manaf Behbehani, Kuwait University.


Pippin, Tina. American Academy of Religion’s Teaching and Learning Committee, Chair.

Pippin, Tina. Society of Biblical Literature Steering Committee, Member.


**Rees, Martha.** Testimony Georgia House Judiciary Non-Civil Committee on HB 87. Atlanta, GA, 2011.


**Rees, Martha.** “Latina Activists.” Georgia State University Department of Anthropology, Atlanta, GA, Nov 10, 2011.


**Riddle, Lawrence.** Southeast section meeting participant. Mathematical Association of America, Washington, D.C., March 2012.


**Riter, Ruth.** Presided over Chemical Education oral presentations session. Southeast Regional American Chemical Society Meeting, Richmond, VA, October 28, 2011.

**Robic, Srebrenka.** Workshop attendee. Annual Symposium of the Protein Society Educator’s workshop, Boston, MA, July 2011.


Robic, Srebrenka. Education Committee of The Protein Society (international organization) member. The Protein Society, 2011-2012.


Robic, Srebrenka. Member of the MathBench project for incorporating mathematics module into introductory biology, 2011-2012.


Roosa, Bridget. Dance Notation Bureau appointed tester of Leni Wylliams’ Sweet in the Morning Labanotation score. Dance Notation Bureau, 2011.

Roosa, Bridget. Professional Advisory Committee of the Dance Notation Bureau, November 2011.


Smith, Katherine. Session Coordinator. Association for Historians of American Art.


Solomon, Jason. Gave masterclass for guitar students. University of Southern Mississippi, Hattiesburg, MS, September 17, 2012.


Venable, Leon. Mentored Georgia Tech PhD candidate M.A. Damm as part of “Tech to Teaching PRACTICUM.” Spring 2012.


Winget, Sarah. South East Regional Process Oriented Guided Inquiry-based Learning meeting attendee. Emory University, Atlanta, GA, June 2011.


Wu, Shu-chin. Chair of Membership Committee. ASIANetwork, 2011-2012.


Wu, Shu-chin. Advisor. Institute of China’s Humanities and Social Science, Kookmin University, Seoul, Korea, 2011-2012.


De Pree, Christopher G., Principal Investigator, *Supporting K12 Astronomy Outreach at Bradley Observatory and Delafield Planetarium*, Subaward # RB130-G20 from Georgia Institute of Technology’s NASA Georgia Space Grant Consortium (S. Ruffin, PI) Award # NNX10AR61H (08/13/2011 – 08/12/2013) $4,205.

De Pree, Christopher G., Principal Investigator, *10th Annual Georgia Regional Astronomy Meeting at Agnes Scott College*, Subaward # RB130-G20 from Georgia Institute of Technology’s NASA Georgia Space Grant Consortium (S. Ruffin, PI) Award # NNX10AR61H (11/01/2011 – 12/31/2011) $1,369.86.


Qi, Li. Principal Investigator, *Pilot: Immigrant Health and Medical Services*, Subaward from National Institutes of Health EARDA (E. Kandetzki, PI), Award # 1G11HD054966-04 (07/01/2010 – 06/30/2012) $28,800.

Qi, Li. Fulbright Senior Research Scholar, The Fulbright Program, sponsored by the U.S. Department of State’s Bureau of Education and Cultural Affairs (09/2012-08/2013)


INTERNAL AWARDS, HONORS & RECOGNITION

**Brown, Carrie M.** Psi Chi, for poster presented with Agnes Scott student, Rachel Cook. Meeting of the Southeastern Psychological Association, New Orleans, LA; February 2012.

**Cooley, Eileen L.** Mom’s Choice Gold Award, category of Children’s Picture Book - Growing Up/Personal Growth. 2011.

**Cooley, Eileen L.** International Book Award Winner, category of Children’s Picture Book : Hardcover Non-Fiction. 2011.


**Cozzens, Christine**. Christine Cozzens Research and Innovation Award named in honor. Southeastern Writing Center Association, February 2012.


**Dermont, Amber.** Indie Next Pick for *The Starboard Sea*. The Association of Independent Booksellers, March 2012.


**Emert, Toby.** Teacher of the Year. Georgia Council of Teachers of English, February 2012.
Roosa, Bridget. Invited Guest at the Dance Literacy Symposium, and one of nine international guests chosen as leaders in the Labanotation field. Dance Literacy Symposium, The Ohio State University, April 21-23, 2012.

Solomon, Jason. Nominated to serve as member at large, Music Theory Southeast, February 2012.


Willis, D., Carrie M. Brown, and E. D. Solomon. “Having conservative ideologies is correlated with color-blind racial attitudes.” Presented at the 2012 meeting of the Southeastern Psychological Association, New Orleans, LA, February 2012.


Cozzens, Christine, with Chesya Burke and Kate Whitney. “Navigating the Writing Center’s Identity: Ensuring a Safe Space.” Southeastern Writing Center Association annual conference, Richmond, KY, February 16-18, 2012.


Gutierrez, C. I., Jennifer L. Hughes, and C. A. Brown. “Listening to music while commuting to work and levels of commute stress.” Undergraduate poster presented at the Georgia Undergraduate Research Conference in Psychology, Kennesaw, GA, April 2012.

Thu, S., Jennifer L. Hughes, and S. Li. “College students’ achievement goals and their Impostor Phenomenon feelings.” Undergraduate poster given at the Georgia Undergraduate Research Conference in Psychology, Kennesaw, GA, April 2012.


